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          revised 1/19/15 

JRN 490 
Online Publication:  
Extreme Alaska  
Spring 2015 
 
Bunnell 106, 126 
Tuesday, 6-9 p.m. 
Additional lab hours 
& field assignments 
 
 
Instructor: 
Brian Patrick O’Donoghue 
Office: 101 Bunnell Bldg. 
Hours: Mon.,Wed., 2:00-3:30 p.m.  
    & by appointment 
474-6247 
bpodonoghue@alaska.edu 

 
Catalog description:  
Using the department's multimedia 
newsroom facilities, senior-level 
students work as a team, under the 
guidance of an instructor, to publish 
an online publication. Students are 
expected to show substantial initiative 
and creativity as they make use of the 
skills they have acquired in other 
journalism courses. 
 
Course summary: 
This capstone Journalism class employs two 
approaches immersing majors in digital media 
theory and practice. 
 
--Students track media research and industry developments for 
assigned class blogging and discussion. 
 
--Skills acquired in previous classes are further developed 
through assigned tutorial exercises, assembly of personal work 
portfolios, all while collectively reporting, designing and 
publishing Extreme Alaska, UAF Journalism's signature digital 
magazine. 
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Learning objectives: 
Students completing JRN 490 should be 
able to: 

• Develop competency reporting, 
editing, illustrating and 
posting news via Extreme’s CMS 

• Produce images optimized for 
illustrating posts, utilizing 
both original photos and images 
obtained from the web modified 
for “fair use” publication.  

• Design and publish a portfolio page or section that presents 
your own work, demonstrating skill employing three or more 
mediums as a storyteller. 

• Knowledgably discuss news industry trends, audience research 
and business models shaping digital delivery.   

 
Required “texts:” 
--Pew Research Center’s “State of the News Media",” annual report 
and related ongoing studies 
--Nieman Lab, subscribe to the daily feed, follow Ken Doctor’s 
“Newsonomics” posts.     
--Assigned studies in “News Media” research posted on 
Journalist’s Resource Center 
 
Tip: Get a binder to hold other assigned handouts and Extreme CMS 
documentation  
 
Course sessions and workload commitment: 
JRN 490 is a designated 2+2 lecture/lab class. Our formal Tuesday 
night sections begin with roughly 90 minutes of lecture and 
discussion in Bunnell 106, followed by a 90-miniutes of hands-on 
production work in Lab 126. All students are expected to put in 
at least another hour working on site content from the lab, or 
from home if you have necessary production software. 
 
The above class/lab commitment does not include time spend on 
“homework,” which includes assigned reading, media research 
blogging and reporting. 
 
So how’s does that all add up? Conservatively expect to devote 6-
10 hours to Extreme weekly, perhaps double during weeks you’re 
editing, rendering and uploading a complicated video, designing 
and publishing your portfolio page, or reporting, writing and 
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assembling supporting media for an project story.  
 
Quizzes:  
All assigned readings are subject to quizzes given in the opening 
minutes of class. 
 
Tutorials: Students must satisfactorily complete a set of 
Blackboard tutorials introducing the site template, information 
formatting and delivery considerations, while gaining and 
demonstrating proficiency in digital storytelling fundamentals.      
 
Blogging: 
No later than noon each Monday students are required to self-post 
a draft media blog commentary citing current research or industry 
developments covered in assigned reading. The professor will 
review these for publication and grade each weighing: prose, 
insights, credibility added by hyperlinked examples and other 
supporting references.  
 
Online desk: Over the course of the semester, students fill 
assigned roles as Extreme reporters, copy or social media 
editors, and more advanced positions as site designers and 
newsroom managers. Initially these roles will be determined by 
incoming skills. Over the course of the semester, most desk 
positions will rotate as students gain broader proficiency. 
 
THE BIG CHECK-OFF LIST:  
(Guaranteed to drive the professor nuts keeping track)  
  
40 points –Shoot and upload two Extreme channel YouTube videos of 
live events: Must complete YouTube description and coordinate 
with desk posting the link embedded with 150-word supporting 
text.    
  
60 points --Cover three live events using Twitter. No fewer than 
16 tweets each, including at least 4 featuring images or video.  
  
60 points --Take part covering three team field assignments: 
Variety expected in this set of on-location roles, i.e. you can’t 
get away with only taking pictures, filing text reports or social 
media updates from all three field assignments. Swap roles.    
 
40 points --Copyedit and publish four stories by other reporters: 
This includes fact-checking, polishing headlines, providing the 
description, birddogging images and metadata. 
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40 points --Four online desk shorts: Two sources, 150 words 
minimum, full metadata with supporting image. 
    
100 points --Provide titled graphics for four showcase sliders: 
Must meet “fair use” standards. Current or archive stories 
acceptable 
  
40 points --Five for five headliners: Come up with 5 distinct 
headlines on five stories. You can collect credit for your own 
your own or stories you edit: Include for each one short head, 
one long, two questions and one joke headline. Share these on a 
timely basis in our closed Facebook page so-labeled for 
discussion.  
  
(20 points) --Ten clicks harnessing social media: Use our 
Facebook and other personal SM channels promoting 10 Extreme 
stories, videos or posts. 
 
(200 points)--Fully report two stories of at least 650+ words: 
Three sources minimum. Individual contributions to team projects 
count. Reporting must include supporting media. That means 
image(s), video or documents; touch all three for a home run. 
Revisiting stories reported for other classes acceptable if it 
results in a timely, updated version with add-on Extreme 
enhancements. 
  
(200 points)--Design and populate personal Extreme portfolio age.  
   
OVERALL COURSE GRADE 
 
Grading components are listed below. Alternative production 
assignments may be substituted for individuals possessing 
demonstrated competency in required tutorials.  
 
 THE LIST:     60 percent 
 Media blogging:    10 percent 
 Tutorials:    10 percent 
 Portfolio presentation:  10 percent 
 Participation:    10 percent 
  
EXTRA CREDIT: 
 
Possible additional credit of up to 100 points for LIST 
contributions exceeding minimum requirements-- so long as all 
specified thresholds are first satisfied across the board.   
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Additional bonus of up to 5 percent overall for 
significant social media promotion achievements 
documented in our site traffic metrics. 
 
Extreme’s 2010 project story about Sophie Sergie’s 
murder in Bartlett Hall remains one of site’s all-
time traffic generators in part due to YouTube 

video links. 
 
 
Storytelling Innovation Award: 
The class will be involved selecting our Extreme Horizons winer, 
a new award carrying a 5-percent overall bonus for this year’s 
most boldly creative non-fiction storytelling package. Finalists 
selected by the team. Winner determined by secret-ballot vote 
following final presentations.  
 
FINAL GRADES determined taking 
everything described above into 
consideration, then applying UAF's 
10-point, plus-minus scale.   

 
OTHER STUFF: Publications require teamwork: Share 
ideas in story meetings. Keep pace with developments outside 
class using our closed Facebook group. Help each other brainstorm 
find sources. Hold up your end on project and production 
deadlines. Coordinate on getting two and from assignments. Above 
all, communicate. 
 
Technical skills and starting desk positions: It’s essential that 
student reporters possess fundamental skills in word-processing 
software and rudimentary knowledge of digital image photography 
and editing.  
 
Familiarity with Wordpress, Joomla!, or similar publication 
content-managing-system is useful. Familiarity with Twitter, 
Facebook and other social media content sharing platforms also 
valued. 
 
Working knowledge of photo and video-editing software may qualify 
a student for placement as a copy editor, assuming the individual 
is a decent writer. 
 
More advanced skills such as customizing Wordpress, working with 
Twitter widgets, Facebook account administration, knowledge of 
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CSS, or HTML coding invite desk assignments as a page designer or 
social media editor.      
 
Deadlines and attendance: Journalism is a deadline-driven 
profession. Cohesive teamwork is essential in production. Failure 
to deliver promised assignments, habitual tardiness or absence 
from class will be penalized through the offender's teamwork 
score.  
 
Copy editing: Reporters need to self edit 
their own copy. Use spell check. Get 
names right. Reporters who continue to 
submit error-filled copy will receive 
mandatory referrals to the UAF Writing 
Center. That said, it falls upon editors 
to review every word. Hold off publishing 
any story until errors are fixed and 
libelous prose is chopped or revised 
satisfying concerns.  
 
If you see errors in Extreme’s live content immediately contact 
current or post alerts in our closed Facebook page. Whoever is 
staffing the desk, or has admin access, should correct the error 
or yank the content item offline.    
 
Additional lab hours: UAF Journalism labs are open 24/7. Current 
Extreme team members will be listed with the police in case an 
officer comes knocking at 3 a.m. If you plan on working late, 
bring your ID.    
 
Plagiarism or fabrication: Plagiarism is appropriating another's 
words and presenting them as your own. Fabrication includes 
making up quotes, sources or events--in other words, writing 
fiction. Evidence of plagiarism or fabrication in any assignment 
will result in a minimal penalty of an F for the course. Further 
actions, such as expulsion from the department and additional 
academic penalties, may follow. 
 
Copyright infringement: We don’t just cut and paste harvested 
images presenting them as our own. That’s theft. 
 
More food for copyright discussion: It is A-OK to alter, combine, 
or otherwise significantly change all or part of an image, making 
it distinctly your own. Even if the origin of the work remains 
obvious, graphic reinterpretations are protected for editorial 
purposes under copyright law as “fair use.” 
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Among the threshold considerations: Is commercial value of the 
original work significantly diminished by our editorial use.      
 
 

• HOW TO SUCCEED IN JRN 490 Online Publication. 
Meet media blog post deadlines.  

• Complete the full set of benchmarks. 
• Show up promptly for class. 
• Pick up gear for field assignments in 

time to fully test it before leaving 
home. 

• Be enterprising and seize the 
initiative during assigned staff 
rotations.  

• Digitize, edit and post media from 
field reporting on the server ASAP. 
Type up notes from interviews and buckle down and write 
stories while the material is fresh. 
If you see pages that lack obvious content, invite 
supporting posts or media, go get it.  

• Use the Extreme team Facebook group. Communicate with other 
team members about deadlines, field assignments and lab 
commitments. 

• Don't let your lapses and omissions slow the production 
train!  

SPECIAL NEEDS? 
 Take advantage of UAF’s free support services: 
I can make reasonable accommodations for individuals with 
documented disabilities, for example, arranging for an in-class 
note taker or providing a quiet test-taking environment. See 
Disability Services for a letter recommending the kind of 
assistance you need to be successful. Notify me about possible 
special needs within the first two weeks.  
More options are available early on so don’t be shy. 
 
Disability Services 
e-mail. fydso@uaf.edu 
tel. 907-474-5655 
tty. 907-474-1827 
Whitaker Building Room 208 
www.uaf.edu/disability 
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Other campus resources JRN 
453 students may find useful:   
Writing Center 
Dept. Of English 
801 Gruening Bldg. 
(907) 474-7193  
faengl@uaf.edu 

 
Speaking Center 
Dept. of Communication 
507 Greuning Bldg. 
(907) 474-5470  
fyspeak@uaf.edu 

 
Any student I suspect may benefit from the coaching 
will receive mandatory referral to one or more of the 
above centers. 
 
Boldly explore digital storytelling & leave 
your personal mark on Extreme Alaska  

 
 
 


